
Applications determined by the Head of Planning between

 01/04/2024   and   30/04/2024 

We have taken reasonable steps to ensure the information provided by us on this website is accurate at the time you 

view it. However, we cannot and have not checked the accuracy of all information provided by outside sources or by 

the providers of other information or of other parties linked to or from the website. We would recommend that you 

contact the Authority to check the status of an application and for confirmation regarding any decision made on an 

application. Confirmation of a decision will be provided to the applicant or agent in writing.

NP/CEC/0324/0252 Listed Building consent - Widening of an existing doorway opening by 650mm. Refused

Thorneycroft Farm

Kettleshulme

P10733

NP/DDD/0124/0102 Alterations, extensions, re roof and replacement windows Granted Conditionally

Stonehaven

Calver

P766

NP/DDD/0223/0140 Demolition of existing garages and construction of new garages (34 divided into 

6 blocks) with associated landscaping works and improvements to access.

Granted Conditionally

Land to the east of Springfield Road

Bradwell

P8002

NP/DDD/0224/0121 Dormer extensions, garage conversion and internal alterations Granted Conditionally

Holly Trees

Baslow & Bubnell

P2467

NP/DDD/0224/0167 Proposed rear extension, relocation of doors and windows and rear roof 

extension

Granted Conditionally

5 Stoney Furlong Road

Baslow & Bubnell

P5726

NP/DDD/0224/0173 New double garage Granted Conditionally

Barn Croft

Curbar

P1768

NP/DDD/0224/0174 Lawful Development Certificate for a proposed use - Erection of garden room. LDC Granted

2 Glebelands

Great Longstone

P3316

NP/DDD/0224/0187 Proposed replacement of existing storage structures with new agricultural 

storage building

Refused

Land to north of Hades Lane

Taddington & Priestcliffe

P9029

NP/DDD/0224/0201 Installation of roof-mounted solar panels at the property and garage. Granted Conditionally

Ade House

Taddington & Priestcliffe

P3518

NP/DDD/0224/0202 Extensions and alterations to existing detached property Granted Conditionally

1 Dairy Close

Hartington Town Quarter

P5155

NP/DDD/0224/0209 Agricultural building to house livestock - Phase 1 Granted Conditionally

Old House Farm

Hartington Nether Quarter

P678

NP/DDD/0224/0210 Agricultural building to house livestock - Phase 2 Granted Conditionally

Old House Farm

Hartington Nether Quarter

P678

NP/DDD/0224/0213 Installation of new shed in the garden of the property. Granted Conditionally

The Ardoch

Thorpe

P1114

NP/DDD/0224/0231 Proposed rear single storey extension replacing existing garage and porch. Refused

Ivy Cottage

Thorpe

P1827

NP/DDD/0224/0232 External works to include external timber cladding to existing Davy block 

extension.

Granted Conditionally

3 Barn Flat

Youlgrave

P698

NP/DDD/0324/0237 Proposed residential annexe off Avondale Bungalow. Granted Conditionally

Avondale Bungalow

Hartington Nether Quarter

P678

NP/DDD/0324/0253 Listed Building consent - To block up existing fire place (FP2 - identified on NMA 

drawing 2203-28).

Granted Conditionally

Vicarage Cottage

Bakewell

P2596

NP/DDD/0324/0257 Installation of a Valiant air source heat pump in the rear garden of the property. Granted Conditionally

Larks Rise

Ashford

P3001

NP/DDD/0324/0258 Retrospective consent for the installation of a new cabinet structure. Granted Unconditionally

Telephone Exchange

Youlgrave

P

NP/DDD/0324/0267 S.73 application for the variation of condition 2 on NP/DDD/0621/0644. Granted Conditionally

Dovedale Garage

Thorpe

P7148

NP/DDD/0423/0386 Erection of a new agricultural workers dwelling and associated works. Granted Conditionally

Litton Dale Farm

Litton

P3127

NP/DDD/0424/0428 Cupresse T1 - Fell as uplifting support to oil tank next to water course. Accept

Pear Tree Cottage

Stanton-In-Peak

P8801

NP/DDD/0623/0613 Alterations and improvements to dwelling. Granted Conditionally

Bagshaw House

Eyam

P11053

NP/DDD/0623/0614 Listed Building consent - Alterations and improvements to Listed Building. Granted Conditionally

Bagshaw House

Eyam

P11053

NP/DDD/0723/0827 Renovation, restoration and partial demolition of existing outbuildings. Granted Conditionally

Lyndale House

Bradwell

P6338 + 4345

NP/DDD/0723/0828 Renovation, restoration and partial demolition of existing outbuildings. Granted Conditionally

Lyndale House

Bradwell

P6338 + 4345

NP/DDD/0923/1031 Listed Building consent - Alterations to include: internal alterations, replacement 

windows, alterations to exiting doors and insertion of new doors.

Granted Conditionally

Ivy House

Ashford

P9591

NP/DDD/1023/1242 Proposed demolition of Grindleford signal box. Refused

Grindleford Signal Box

Grindleford

P4080

NP/DDD/1023/1275 Change of use of stone barns with associated alterations to create two units of 

holiday accommodation with an external terrace.

Granted Conditionally

Dale House Farm

Monyash

P3418

NP/DDD/1123/1373 Proposed replacement of existing timber frame (single glazed) Conservatory to 

upvc frame (double glazed)

Granted Conditionally

20 Lower Wood

Litton

P7363

NP/DDD/1223/1456 Proposed demolition of existing car port and conservatory; single storey rear 

extension to existing property; re-roofing; replacement of windows; and external 

alterations to front and rear lawn and driveway.

Granted Conditionally

Broadview

Hathersage

P4299

NP/DDD/1223/1511 To extend the existing ground floor bedroom to provide a large en-suite, with 

bed and sitting area.

Granted Conditionally

Belmont House

Baslow & Bubnell

P4518 + 3748

NP/DDD/1223/1531 Conversion of an existing adjoining single-storey outbuilding into an extension to 

an existing dwelling and further associated alterations

Granted Conditionally

Gurdall Cottage

South Darley

P5864

NP/DDD/1223/1533 Lawful Development certificate for an existing use - Occupation of dwelling 

without compliance with Condition 5 of NP/WED/175/4.

LDC Granted

Bank House Farm

Hartington Nether Quarter

P7227

NP/DIS/0124/0069 Discharge of conditions 3, 4, 5 and 6 on NP/DDD/0223/0204 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Hurdlow Hall

Hartington Middle Quarter

P11069

NP/DIS/0124/0070 Discharge of conditions 3, 4 and 5 on NP/DDD/0223/0206 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Hurdlow Hall

Hartington Middle Quarter

P11069

NP/DIS/0124/0086 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/0423/0462 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Ashford Arms

Ashford

P8135

NP/DIS/0224/0150 Discharge of Conditions 3 and 4 on NP/SM/1023/1268. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Cross Cottage

Sheen

P11316

NP/DIS/0224/0151 Discharge of Conditions 3 and 4 on NP/SM/1023/1267. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Cross Cottage

Sheen

P11316

NP/DIS/0224/0162 Discharge of conditions 3 and 4 on NP/HPK/0523/0578 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

The Old Chapel

Thornhill

P1842

NP/DIS/0224/0163 Discharge of conditions 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 5c, 9 and 19 on NP/DDD/0822/1108 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Conksbury Farm

Over Haddon

P6904

NP/DIS/0224/0163 Discharge of conditions 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 5c, 9 and 19 on NP/DDD/0822/1108 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Conksbury Farm

Youlgrave

P6904

NP/DIS/0224/0198 Discharge of Conditions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 to NP/SM/0923/1149. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Manor Farm

Sheen

P10832

NP/DIS/0224/0199 Discharge of Condition 6 on NP/DDD/1120/1122 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Meadow Hey

Grindleford

P4308

NP/DIS/0224/0224 Discharge of Conditions 1, 4, 5, 8 and 11 on NP/DDD/0323/0308. Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Stewarts Of Bakewell

Bakewell

P6020

NP/DIS/0324/0265 Discharge of condition 6 on NP/HPK/0722/0888 Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Shatton Farm

Brough & Shatton

P2003

NP/DIS/0324/0268 Discharge of condition 5 on NP/DDD/1222/1530 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Thornfield House

Birchover

P7564 + 5257

NP/DIS/0324/0273 Discharge of condition 9 on NP/DDD/1222/1614. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Hall Cottage

Hartington Town Quarter

P985

NP/DIS/0324/0282 Discharge of conditions 3 and 7 on NP/DDD/0623/0639 Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Newby House

Baslow & Bubnell

P8226

NP/DIS/0324/0305 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/SM/0223/0182 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Holmes Farm

Fawfieldhead

P8480 + 957

NP/DIS/0324/0320 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/HPK/1222/1550 Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Hill Croft

Aston

P8196
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NP/DIS/0324/0324 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/0124/0044. Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

The Old Bulls Head

Tideswell

P420

NP/DIS/0324/0331 Discharge of condition 9 on and NP/DDD/1223/1439 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Ellerslie 

Bakewell

P5915

NP/DIS/0424/0390 Discharge of condition 4 on NP/SM/0224/0126 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Moor Top Farm

Hollinsclough

P3250

NP/DIS/0623/0698 Discharge of conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 on Enforcement 

appeal ref. APP/M9496/C/21/3279072

Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Thornbridge Hall and Estate

Great Longstone

P5770

NP/DIS/0623/0698 Discharge of conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 on Enforcement 

appeal ref. APP/M9496/C/21/3279072

Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Thornbridge Hall and Estate

Ashford

P5770

NP/DIS/1223/1517 Discharge of Conditions 3, 8, 9, 13, 16 and 17 on NP/DDD/0121/0025. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Newfoundland Nurseries

Eyam

P7271

NP/HPK/0124/0094 Listed Building consent - Proposed replacement of two non-original windows at 

first floor in front elevation.

Refused

Elm Tree House

Wormhill

P9842

NP/HPK/0124/0095 Replacement extension to form dependant relative annexe. Granted Conditionally

Knarrs Farm

Hayfield

P1833

NP/HPK/0124/0110 S.73 application for the variation of conditions 2 and 10 and the removal of 

condition 8 on NP/HPK/0722/0888.

Granted Conditionally

Shatton Farm

Brough & Shatton

P2003

NP/HPK/0223/0213 Erection of new zero carbon eco house residential dwelling set into topology of 

site. Conversion of former cafe/shop to bat lodge, garden room and garden 

store, new hard and soft landscaping and other works incidental to the 

application proposals

Granted Conditionally

Chestnut Centre

Chapel-en-le-Frith

P608

NP/HPK/0224/0141 Retrospective planning permission for the change of use of existing agricultural 

land to facilitate a Timber Log Storage Business (B8 Use), internal access track, 

widened vehicular access to the public highway, and associated landscaping

Refused

Land adjacent to How Lane

Castleton

P1904

NP/HPK/0224/0165 Lawful  Development certificate for a proposed use - Use of property as a 

residential care home (Class C2) (no material difference with lawful use as 

Class C3 dwelling).

LDC Granted

Hunters Barn

Wormhill

P11514

NP/HPK/0323/0353 Demolition of existing structure comprising ancillary/incidental accommodation 

including shower room, utility, playroom, porch and barn and erection of 

replacement building to deliver ancillary/incidental accommodation including 

workshop, living room, kitchen, porch and bedroom with link to existing dwelling

Granted Conditionally

Tobruck House

Hope

P6416

NP/HPK/0324/0256 Single storey extension, works to alter/enlarge existing structural openings and 

conversion of ancillary building to habitable accommodation.

Granted Conditionally

Herod Edge Farm

Charlesworth

P2595

NP/HPK/0723/0759 Advertisement consent - Erection of illuminated free standing sign Refused

George Hotel

Castleton

P6545

NP/MOD/0823/0956 Application to modify the planning obligation of condition 8 on 

NP/HPK/1178/1079 - Discharge of the Section 52 Agreement.

Amendments Accepted

Lower Kempshill Farm

Peak Forest

P8654

NP/NMA/0324/0254 Non-material amendment to NP/DDD/1123/1313: Alterations to conservatory - 

slated roof in lieu of glazed roof, double doors replaced by window and dwarf 

wall extended, Timber frame replaced by aluminium or uPVC frame.

Accept Conditionally

9 Wyebank Grove

Bakewell

P2878

NP/NMA/0324/0277 Non-material amendment to NP/DDD/0120/0024 - changing approved windows 

and doors.

Amendments Accepted

Birdsgrove

Hartington Nether Quarter

P2088

NP/NMA/0324/0289 Non-material amendment to NP/DDD/1220/1175; 1. Rear garden access to Plot 

1 provided from front of dwelling instead of Stanton View, and 2. Electric meter 

locations revised

Accept Conditionally

Former Play Area

Bakewell

P3904

NP/NMA/0424/0343 Non Material Amendments on NP/DDD/0823/0999. Amendments Accepted

Woodbine Cottage

Calver

P10051

NP/NMA/0424/0388 Application for a Non-Material Amendment  on NP/HPK/1118/1048 - 

Amendments in relation to rooflights and solar panels

Amendments Accepted

Bridge Cottage Barn

Hope

P2835

NP/NMA/0523/0482 Non-material amendment on NP/DDD/0117/0040: Various amendments to 

house types and details fully explained in supporting information.

Amendments Accepted

Town End Yard

Tideswell

P6061

NP/S/0224/0188 Construction of single storey rear extension and associated works. Granted Conditionally

Roundseats Farm

Sheffield

P10796

NP/S/0723/0780 'Alterations and extensions to public house'. Granted Conditionally

Plough Inn

Bradfield

P2198

NP/S/1223/1535 Proposed extension to front of existing garage outbuilding within the curtilage of 

Sugworth Hall to facilitate secure vehicle parking.

Granted Conditionally

Sugworth Hall

Bradfield

P9678

NP/SM/0124/0041 Erecting of a greenhouse in a walled vegetable patch within the garden. Moving 

the existing garden shed elsewhere in the garden and erecting a replacement 

building in the walled garden.

Granted Conditionally

Ash Tree Farm

Alstonefield

P4581

NP/SM/0124/0042 Listed Building consent - Erecting of a greenhouse in a walled vegetable patch 

within the garden. Moving the existing garden shed elsewhere in the garden and 

erecting a replacement building in the walled garden.

Granted Conditionally

Ash Tree Farm

Alstonefield

P4581

NP/SM/0124/0117 External and internal repair and alterations to building. Granted Conditionally

Priory Farm

Alstonefield

P4081

NP/SM/0224/0122 Convert the attic above our detached garage to an annex equipped with 

bathroom, kitchen and living space.

Granted Conditionally

25 Portland Place

Waterhouses

P8766

NP/SM/0224/0130 Minor internal and external alterations, all as described in attached Heritage 

Statement.

Granted Conditionally

Old Vicarage

Alstonefield

P

NP/SM/0224/0133 Listed Building consent - Minor internal and external alterations, all as described 

in attached Heritage Statement.

Granted Conditionally

Old Vicarage

Alstonefield

P

NP/SM/0224/0170 Change of use from agricultural to a mixed use of agricultural and equine 

including the formation of a horse exercise arena (already part formed) for the 

personal recreation of the occupants of Lower Drystone Edge.

Refused

Lower Drystone Edge Farm

Quarnford

P3021 + 9757

NP/SM/0224/0175 Listed Building consent - Demolition of a curtilage listed building. Refused

Thornyleigh Hall Farm

Leekfrith

P4753

NP/SM/0224/0181 Proposed conversion and alteration of Smithy Cottage to form an additional 

two-bedroom dwelling with new windows and doors to front and 

rear elevation.

Granted Conditionally

Smithy Cottage

Longnor

P7321 + 892

NP/SM/0224/0220 Portal frame general agricultural building used for a fodder store, machinery 

store and lambing area.

Granted Conditionally

Water Gap Farm

Warslow & Elkstone

P5860

NP/SM/0324/0238 Single storey side extension. Refused

Ferny Knowl

Sheen

P5068

NP/SM/0324/0238 Single storey side extension. Refused

Ferny Knowl

Sheen

P5068

NP/SM/1023/1296 Installation of a green metal kiosk (2100 x 1980 x 850mm) to house filtration 

and treatment plant for a domestic water supply from a borehole.

Granted Conditionally

Hill Farm Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P6823

NP/SM/1123/1404 Removal of part front elevation, rebuilding like for like. Removal of existing 

single storey lean to and rebuilding an upward extension. Building a new 2 

storey side extension along with minor internal works. And the demolition of 

existing pigsty and W.C to be replaced with Plant Room, Laundry and W.C.'

Granted Conditionally

Greenside Farm

Warslow & Elkstone

P10603

NP/SM/1223/1514 To erect a domestic size wind turbine as per the enclosed literature in a position 

as shown on the attached drawings.

Granted Conditionally

Middletown Farm

Waterhouses

P8254

NP/TCA/0224/0192 The Beech tree in the back garden of Fold Head Cottage, close to the lane 

opposite the old parsonage. It's branches are intermingled with the telegraph 

wires.

Accept

Fold Head 

Edale

P10937 + 7698

NP/TCA/0324/0272 Fell tree to ground level. Grind stump to 20cm below ground level. Accept

Narrow Gate Cottage

Wardlow

P1674

NP/TCA/0324/0275 (G1) 2 Sycamores, on either side of the road close to the shipping container: 

Crown raise these to around 5m. 

(G1) Small sycamore by the pedestrian gate and then the conifer to the right of 

this: Fell both to prevent damage to the wall. 

(G3) Also affecting the stone wall to the right of this is a row of trees to fell. 

These are: a sycamore, ash, beech, elder and a hawthorn. 

(T4) Behind these there is a cherry tree in poor condition: fell.

Accept

Candlemas Cottage

Peak Forest

P3090

NP/TCA/0324/0276 (T1) Yew tree to reduce by around 5m and trim around to balance the shape to 

this height. 

(T2) The first of these limes; remove any significant deadwood and crown raise 

to 6m also reduce the low limb over the drive by 50% (6m) to 

the suitable vertical pruning point. 

(T3) Lime, remove any significant deadwood and crown raise to 6m, especially 

over the drive side. 

(T4) Horse chestnut: Fell to just above ground level. 

(T5) Elm then beech trees moving further along drive: Aerial inspect then crown 

raise to 6m. 

(T6) Almost dead sorbus remove and stump grind. 

(G7) Trees around the rear boundary of the lawn: Crown raise these to around 5 

metres. These are from right to left - lime, ash, 4 sycamores. 

(G8) 8 beech trees along the boundary with candlemass house: Crown raise to 

5m. 

(G9) 8 lime trees across the rear lawn: Crown raise to 5m.

Accept

The Gables

Peak Forest

P3090
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NP/TCA/0324/0279 Tree 1 - Elm tree to be removed due to causing damage to the stone wall and 

concerned of the potential of falling over and damaging the clients house. 

Tree 2 - Ash tree to be removed as concerned of the potential of falling over and 

damaging the clients property or to walkers on the adjacent public footpath. 

Tree 3 - Ash tree to be removed as concerned of the potential of falling over and 

damaging the clients property or to walkers on the adjacent public footpath.

Accept

1 Royal Oak Mews

Stoney Middleton

P2320 + 5861

NP/TCA/0324/0294 As you enter the Jervis Arms car park the first tree is a twin stemmed Ash (F. 

excelsior) on the left hand side.   

It has had Ash die back for several years, is badly affected  and has become 

unsafe. It also suffers from a poor union between the stems.  It needs to be 

felled. 

One side is over the car park the other over the garden. Both are soon to see 

use. 

 Two replacement Silver Birch trees have been planted. One next it, one further 

up the car park. 

The Noble Fir (Abies procera)  next to the bridge needs to be lightly crown lifted 

on the roadside to enable users of the car park to see and be 

seen. 

I believe a metre above the bridge parapet would suffice for this task. Branches 

below the parapet would be retained. 

At the top most part of the pub garden going up hill on the other side of the pub 

is a Goat Willow (Salix caprea). Its self sown and will grow much larger and 

cause problems with the wire services above and with motorists coming down 

the hill and not being aware a pub is just around the slight bend. 

If drivers are able to see the pub there is much more chance of the drivers 

anticipating a hazard and taking appropriate care. 

A mountain Ash (Sorbus aucuparia) would be planted as a replacement.

Accept

Jervis Arms

Onecote

P7275

NP/TCA/0324/0299 The tree is an English Yew planted by me some 25 yrs ago in my back garden, 

gone out of control. Height approx 15ft and encroaching on neighbour's view. I 

want to cut it down to about 3ft and manage the shoots into a low bush.

Accept

15 Glossop Road

Hayfield

P3956

NP/TCA/0324/0311 T1 Horse Chestnut: Reduce weight from heavy branches to reduce the risk of 

the branches failing. 

T2 Horse Chestnut: Reduce weight from heavy branches to reduce the risk of 

the branches failing. 

T3 Horse Chestnut: Reduce weight from heavy branches to reduce the risk of 

the branches failing. 

T4 Silver Birch Fell to ground level. 

T5 Yew Fell to ground level.

Accept

The Old Vicarage

Onecote

P

NP/TCA/0324/0319 My client has requested that the self seeding Sycamore tree located adjacent to 

the drystone wall in the field to be felled as it is causing damage to the wall 

potential damage to the nearby stable house. Also the seeds are causing issues 

with the health of the animals in the field.

Accept

52 Old Dam

Peak Forest

P3126

NP/TCA/0324/0333 T1 Damson (Prunus insititia) -  Bifurcated trunks, north eastern one failed.  

Remove tree.  Replant with same species. 

T2  Goat Willow (Salix caprea) - 1m prune to old prune points. 

Group 3 Mixed Species Woodland -  Prune back where boundary trees are over 

growing into adjacent property.  Reduce generally. 

T4 Aesculus hippocastanum - Trunk branches at about 2m into 4 large boughs.  

South Eastern bough is failing, with large split forming at the 

trunk union.  Overhanging adjacent pub car park.  Urgent action required.  

Remove whole tree. 

T5 Ash Fraxinus excesior - roots causing continual lifting of tarmac and low 

retaining wall.  Early signs of ADB.  Remove and replace 

T6 Rowan - Dead and limbless.  Remove

Accept

Great Longstone Church Of England Voluntary Aided Primary School

Great Longstone

P463

NP/TCA/0324/0334 1 YEW TREE - to crown reduce by 2m, to allow more light in neighbouring 

property

Accept

Mill House

Bakewell

P3281

NP/TCA/0324/0336 1 Rowan Tree - to reduce and reshape by 1-2m 

1 Cherry tree - to reduce and reshape by 2m  

Client would like more light in garden

Accept

Hammerton Cottage

Litton

P433

NP/TCA/0424/0341 Fraxinus Excelsior- removal of a group of 4 trees approximately  

Salix Caprea- Removal of a previously pollarded goat willow  

Corylus avellana- removal and re-coppicing of hazel group

Accept

5 Curzon Terrace

Litton

P11603

NP/TCA/0424/0353 Apple Tree - The tree is badly diseased with apple canker and wooly aphid but 

more importantly it is at an angle of approximately 60 degrees and is in danger 

of severely damaging a  boundary wall. I wish to remove the tree.

Accept

Forresters House

Eyam

P11296 + 2884

NP/TCA/0424/0359 Reduce branches from lindon overhanging road. Side branches reduced on 

sycamore. Cluster of multiple stems removed from ash.

Accept

Paddock by entrance off Hollywell Lane

Youlgrave

P1992

NP/TCA/0424/0363 G1 - Group of around 15 declining Ash trees in back garden to fell to ground 

level

Accept

The Tucker

Bamford

P1438

NP/TCA/0424/0366 T1- Larch - Dismantle due to limb failure and it's location in the playground of 

the school.

Accept

Grindleford Primary School

Grindleford

P993

NP/TCA/0424/0367 G1 - Prune back boundary trees away from the buildings to suitable 

replacement branches to ensure there is no effect on the appearance from the 

road.

G2 - Prune back boundary trees away from the buildings to suitable 

replacement branches to ensure there is no effect on the appearance from the 

road.

G3 - Lime trees - dismantle as suffering with basel decay.

T1 - Elm - dismantle as dead.

G4 - Prune back branches away from footpath & crown lift to highway 

specifications to improve the view for vehicles pulling on to the main road.

Accept

Alphaweld Ltd

Calver

P11810

NP/TCA/0424/0368 T1 - Ash - Dismantle to ground due to close proximity to neighboring property 

and suffering from ADB.

T2 - Beech - Remove/Prune back the overextending branches as shown in 

photo, reduce overhang over the property.

Accept

Copperfields

Calver

P11789

NP/TCA/0424/0369 T1 - Conifer - Dismantle the leaning conifer due to root plate lift/movement 

caused by recent high winds.

Accept

Folds Head Close

Calver

P1950

NP/TCA/0424/0370 T10 - Common Laburnum - Remove, lower main stem has widespread decay

T15 - Cypress - Remove, telecoms line passing through crown 

T21 - Deodar Cedar - Remove failed hanging branches and major deadwood 

throughout the crown. Aerial inspection of branch unions.

Accept

Hill Stiles

Bradwell

P1391

NP/TCA/0424/0374 T1 - Sycamore - Dismantle multi stemmed Sycamore due to damage caused to 

boundary wall and to allow for repairs to be carried out .

Accept

Queens Cottage

Tideswell

P4364

NP/TCA/0424/0381 Goat Willow - Pollard to approximately 7ft due to it's close proximity to the 

property, the highway and the public footpath

Accept

Wheelrights Cottage

Eyam

P2730

NP/TCA/0424/0386 T1 - Lime - Crown lift to 5.4m and remove the deadwood

T2 - Beech - Reduce by approximately 6m to suitable replacement branches 

due to poor unions and ganoderma brackets

T3 - Crab Apple - Remove the overextending Limb

T4 - Cherry - Crown lift and prune to shape

T5 - Beech - Reduce by approximately 5m to suitable replacement branches 

due to Kretzschmaria at the base

Accept

Wood End

Baslow & Bubnell

P2433

NP/TCA/0424/0406 Fell to ground level Silver Birch tree in rear garden. The tree is directly next to 

the sewer drain running through the rear garden, and the root system moving is 

damaging the drain. The owners would like to fell the tree and replant with a 

smaller species in a similar location.

Accept

White Cottage

Great Longstone

P7690

NP/TCA/0424/0414 T1 on the Site Plan - Dead Ash tree (with dieback). Hamps Valley Tree 

Surgeons advised to take down the whole tree. 

T2 on the Site Plan - Small Sycamore with squirrel damage. This tree is causing 

damage to the drystone boundary wall. Hamps Valley Tree Surgeons advised to 

take down the whole tree and adjacent Beech hedge which is also causing 

damage. 

T3 on the Site Plan - Sycamore which is causing damage to the drystone 

boundary wall and limiting the growth of the adjacent (much larger) Sycamore. 

We propose to take down the whole tree to enable wall repairs and give space 

for the larger Sycamore to flourish.

Accept

Easter Lane Cottage

Butterton

P3701

NP/TCA/0424/0434 1 Conifer tree - to fell - client would like more light in garden Accept

The Haven

Youlgrave

P2951

NP/TPO/0424/0360 Shown in the photographs are three lime trees and one willow tree. On the 

Willow I request to reduce the vast majority of the large lateral limb to the growth 

points around the area indicated by the red line. This is to remove the risk of 

failure and thus damaging the hedge and fence below. Although the limb would 

look more aesthetically pleasing if it were to be completely removed I feel there 

is a risk of damaging the structural integrity of the remainder of the tree by 

creating such a large wound that close to the main trunk.Of the three lime trees I 

request to crown lift roughly to the height indicated by the red line as well as 

removing the epicormic growth from the bottom tree. The intention is to allow 

more light onto the drive and hopefully help save the yew tree shown in the final 

photograph that is massively in decline due to being outcompeted by the limes.

Accept

Orchard Views

Bakewell

P5681

NP/TPO/0424/0375 T1 - Beech -  Dismantle large roadside Beech due to safety concerns as is 

suffering from crown die back and Meripilus fungus growing off the roots

Accept

Stoke Hall

Grindleford

P1212


